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Abstract

When a person thinks of the word attraction, most would go to that one man or woman who catches their eye, or maybe the cute dog that would be hard to not give your attention to; however, there is one point of attraction, romantic or not, that people seem to have a guilty pleasure for—killers. This could be a person who simply cannot avoid not talking about the latest true crime story, to the person who idolizes the criminal, to even the person who would seek a romantic relationship with someone convicted of murder. It brings to question why so many people are intrigued by this type of person when their crime should be assumingly ignored and shunned by the public. Some of the most horrific crimes may have also been televised or documented in the public eye, with the increasing number of crime documentaries and shows being produced to speak of the “true” story. This brings to question why it is that murder, a crime believed to be the most taboo, is the one that receives the most attention from the world and what is it that makes it so impactful in the memories of people. It could simply be the way that the story is reported on that simply hooks people in, or it can be the way a person’s mind functions that would attract them with the idea of what they are looking for in their lives. If so, there may be a chance in how murderers are viewed if the story of their crime is shown under a different light than what we see today.

Discussion

There can be positive sides to a way that a story is reported in the world when a hero can be created as inspired by a previous story as Levin and Wiest (2018) stated, or as they have also included in which a lesson can be taught in providing information to avoid the creation of a killer. The style in which the news reports the information varies by culture, as Wiest (2016) provided an input on how differently the United States and United Kingdom report a story on a serial killer. It lies on the spotlight that is given to the killer if one should be provided at all. There are constant news reports and documentary films or series appearing on some sort of violent crime, and the attention the killer receives is worrisome. As in the case of the Sandy Hook shooting, the killer "...was named in 1,780 news stories, the majority of which were published without any details about the victims" (Levin & Wiest, 2018, p.2).

The style in which a story is reported can give a person many views as to how the world is seen by a person by either providing the image of an uncaring, horrible world (Helfgott, 2015) or one that creates a spotlight for a killer and can have them seen as a god or romantic interest (Langman, 2018). Yes, the life which a person lives is a big factor in who the person becomes, but the media culture that surrounds them provides an equal impact of involvement in their life.

Conclusions

The reporting style used by the media changes the way a killer is seen by the masses. The U.S. image creates celebrity status, yet the British image shows a monstrous within the person. The fearmongering is not needed, however. Stripping a murderer of celebrity status but sheding a light on the actions being despicable can be a key to changing the way the world views the latest crime or show about a crime. Informing the public and providing less of a mysterious and fanatical air when speaking about a murderer in general cannot only lead to providing them with less of a spotlight but also enlightening the public that the world is not the doom and gloom that the news reports. Information leads to more understanding and less pain on the side of a possible murderer and a possible victim or victims.
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